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The war of the American Revolution Robert W. Coakley 1975
Washington's Revolutionary War Generals Stephen R. Taaﬀe 2019-10-03 When the Revolutionary War began, Congress established a national army and
appointed George Washington its commander in chief. Congress then took it upon itself to choose numerous subordinate generals to lead the army’s various
departments, divisions, and brigades. How this worked out in the end is well known. Less familiar, however, is how well Congress’s choices worked out along
the way. Although historians have examined many of Washington’s subordinates, Washington’s Revolutionary War Generals is the ﬁrst book to look at these
men in a collective, integrated manner. A thoroughgoing study of the Revolutionary War careers of the Continental Army’s generals—their experience,
performance, and relationships with Washington and the Continental Congress—this book provides an overview of the politics of command, both within and
outside the army, and a unique perspective on how it aﬀected Washington’s prosecution of the war. It is impossible to understand the outcome of the War for
Independence without ﬁrst examining America’s military leadership, author Stephen R. Taaﬀe contends. His description of Washington’s generals—who they
were, how they received their commissions, and how they performed—goes a long way toward explaining how these American oﬃcers, who were short on
experience and military genius, prevailed over their professional British counterparts. Following these men through the war’s most important battles and
campaigns as well as its biggest controversies, such as the Conway Cabal and the Newburgh Conspiracy, Taaﬀe weaves a narrative in the grand tradition of
military history. Against this backdrop, his depiction of the complexities and particulars of character and politics of military command provides a new
understanding of George Washington, the War for Independence, and the U.S. military’s earliest beginnings. A unique combination of biography and
institutional history shot through with political analysis, this book is a thoughtful, deeply researched, and an eminently readable contribution to the literature
of the Revolution.
Tobacco Culture T. H. Breen 1985 The great Tidewater planters of mid-eighteenth-century Virginia were fathers of the American Revolution. Perhaps ﬁrst and
foremost, they were also anxious tobacco farmers, harried by a demanding planting cycle, trans-Atlantic shipping risks, and their uneasy relations with English
agents. George Washington, Thomas Jeﬀerson, and their contemporaries lived in a world that was dominated by questions of debt from across an ocean but
also one that stressed personal autonomy. T. H. Breen's study of this tobacco culture focuses on how elite planters gave meaning to existence. He examines
the value-laden relationships--found in both the ﬁelds and marketplaces--that led from tobacco to politics, from agrarian experience to political protest, and
ﬁnally to a break with the political and economic system that they believed threatened both personal independence and honor.
Daniel Morgan Don Higginbotham 2013-07-01 Over the vast distances and rough terrain of the Revolutionary War, the tactics that Daniel Morgan had learned
in Indian ﬁghting--the thin skirmish line, the stress upon individual marksmanship, the hit-and-run mobility--were an important element of his success as a
commander. He combined this success on the battleﬁeld with a deep devotion to the soldiers serving under him. In a conﬂict that abounded in vital
personalities, Morgan's was one of the most colorful. Illiterate, uncultivated, and contentious, he nevertheless combined the resourcefulness of a frontiersman
with a native gift as a tactician and leader. His rise from humble origins gives forceful testimony to the democratic spirit of the new America.
The First Conspiracy Brad Meltzer 2019-01-08 Taking place during the most critical period of our nation’s birth, The First Conspiracy tells a remarkable and
previously untold piece of American history that not only reveals George Washington’s character, but also illuminates the origins of America’s
counterintelligence movement that led to the modern day CIA. In 1776, an elite group of soldiers were handpicked to serve as George Washington’s
bodyguards. Washington trusted them; relied on them. But unbeknownst to Washington, some of them were part of a treasonous plan. In the months leading
up to the Revolutionary War, these traitorous soldiers, along with the Governor of New York, William Tryon, and Mayor David Mathews, launched a deadly plot
against the most important member of the military: George Washington himself. This is the story of the secret plot and how it was revealed. It is a story of
leaders, liars, counterfeiters, and jailhouse confessors. It also shows just how hard the battle was for George Washington and how close America was to losing
the Revolutionary War. In this historical page-turner, New York Times bestselling author Brad Meltzer teams up with American history writer and documentary
television producer, Josh Mensch to unravel the shocking true story behind what has previously been a footnote in the pages of history. Drawing on extensive
research, Meltzer and Mensch capture in riveting detail how George Washington not only defeated the most powerful military force in the world, but also
uncovered the secret plot against him in the tumultuous days leading up to July 4, 1776. Praise for The First Conspiracy: "This is American history at its ﬁnest,
a gripping story of spies, killers, counterfeiters, traitors?and a mysterious prostitute who may or may not have even existed. Anyone with an interest in
American history will love this book." —Douglas Preston, #1 bestselling author of The Lost City of the Monkey God “A wonderful book about leadership?and it
shows why George Washington and his moral lessons are just as vital today. What a book. You’ll love it.” —President George H.W. Bush “This is an important
book: a fascinating largely unknown chapter of our hazardous beginning, a reminder of why counterintelligence matters, and a great read.” —President Bill
Clinton
Fast Tanks and Heavy Bombers David E. Johnson 2013-01-14 The U.S. Army entered World War II unprepared. In addition, lacking Germany's blitzkrieg
approach of coordinated armor and air power, the army was organized to ﬁght two wars: one on the ground and one in the air. Previous commentators have
blamed Congressional funding and public apathy for the army's unprepared state. David E. Johnson believes instead that the principal causes were internal:
army culture and bureaucracy, and their combined impact on the development of weapons and doctrine. Johnson examines the U.S. Army's innovations for
both armor and aviation between the world wars, arguing that the tank became a captive of the conservative infantry and cavalry branches, while the
airplane's development was channeled by air power insurgents bent on creating an independent air force. He maintains that as a consequence, the tank's
potential was hindered by the traditional arms, while air power advocates focused mainly on proving the decisiveness of strategic bombing, neglecting the
mission of tactical support for ground troops. Minimal interaction between ground and air oﬃcers resulted in insuﬃcient cooperation between armored forces
and air forces. Fast Tanks and Heavy Bombers makes a major contribution to a new understanding of both the creation of the modern U.S. Army and the
Army's performance in World War II. The book also provides important insights for future military innovation.
The Armed Forces Oﬃcer Richard Moody Swain 2017 In 1950, when he commissioned the ﬁrst edition of The Armed Forces Oﬃcer, Secretary of Defense
George C. Marshall told its author, S.L.A. Marshall, that "American military oﬃcers, of whatever service, should share common ground ethically and morally."
In this new edition, the authors methodically explore that common ground, reﬂecting on the basics of the Profession of Arms, and the oﬃcer's special place
and distinctive obligations within that profession and especially to the Constitution.
Centuries of Service: The U.S. Army, 1775-2005 (Paperback format only) David W. Hogan 2005
The War of American Independence Don Higginbotham 1983
The Impossible Presidency Jeremi Suri 2017-09-12 A bold new history of the American presidency, arguing that the successful presidents of the past
created unrealistic expectations for every president since JFK, with enormously problematic implications for American politics In The Impossible Presidency,
celebrated historian Jeremi Suri charts the rise and fall of the American presidency, from the limited role envisaged by the Founding Fathers to its current
status as the most powerful job in the world. He argues that the presidency is a victim of its own success-the vastness of the job makes it almost impossible to
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fulﬁll the expectations placed upon it. As managers of the world's largest economy and military, contemporary presidents must react to a truly globalized
world in a twenty-four-hour news cycle. There is little room left for bold vision. Suri traces America's disenchantment with our recent presidents to the
inevitable mismatch between presidential promises and the structural limitations of the oﬃce. A masterful reassessment of presidential history, this book is
essential reading for anyone trying to understand America's fraught political climate.
American Military Leaders: A-L John C. Fredriksen 1999 A comprehensive collection of biographies of the most prominent military leaders in American
history. * 422 A-Z biographies highlight each individual's background, contributions, and signiﬁcance to America's fortunes in war * Illustrated * Cites works for
further research and includes a list of leaders organized by their military titles
Military Review 1992
Frontier Regulars Robert Marshall Utley 1984-01-01 Details the U.S. Army's campaign in the years following the Civil War to contain the American Indian and
promote Western expansion
Carrying the War to the Enemy Michael R. Matheny 2011 Military commanders turn tactics into strategic victory by means of "operational art," the
knowledge and creative imagination commanders and staﬀ employ in designing, synchronizing, and conducting battles and major operations to achieve
strategic goals. Until now, historians of military theory have generally agreed that modern operational art developed between the ﬁrst and second world wars,
not in the United States but in Germany and the Soviet Union. Michael R. Matheny believes previous studies have not appreciated the evolution of U.S. military
thinking at the operational level. In his revealing account, Matheny shows that it was at the operational level, particularly in mounting joint and combined
operations, that senior American commanders excelled—and laid a foundation for their country's victory in World War II.
American Military History, Volume II 2010 From the Publisher: This latest edition of an oﬃcial U.S. Government military history classic provides an authoritative
historical survey of the organization and accomplishments of the United States Army. This scholarly yet readable book is designed to inculcate an awareness
of our nation's military past and to demonstrate that the study of military history is an essential ingredient in leadership development. It is also an essential
addition to any personal military history library.
The American Military Tradition John Martin Carroll 2007 In this completely revised and updated second edition, historians John M. Carroll and Colin F. Baxter
have gathered an esteemed group of military historians to explore the pivotal issues and themes in American warfare from the Colonial era to the present
conﬂict in Iraq.
American Military History Volume 1 Army Center of Military History 2016-06-05 American Military History provides the United States Army-in particular, its
young oﬃcers, NCOs, and cadets-with a comprehensive but brief account of its past. The Center of Military History ﬁrst published this work in 1956 as a
textbook for senior ROTC courses. Since then it has gone through a number of updates and revisions, but the primary intent has remained the same. Support
for military history education has always been a principal mission of the Center, and this new edition of an invaluable history furthers that purpose. The history
of an active organization tends to expand rapidly as the organization grows larger and more complex. The period since the Vietnam War, at which point the
most recent edition ended, has been a signiﬁcant one for the Army, a busy period of expanding roles and missions and of fundamental organizational
changes. In particular, the explosion of missions and deployments since 11 September 2001 has necessitated the creation of additional, open-ended chapters
in the story of the U.S. Army in action. This ﬁrst volume covers the Army's history from its birth in 1775 to the eve of World War I. By 1917, the United States
was already a world power. The Army had sent large expeditionary forces beyond the American hemisphere, and at the beginning of the new century
Secretary of War Elihu Root had proposed changes and reforms that within a generation would shape the Army of the future. But world war-global war-was still
to come. The second volume of this new edition will take up that story and extend it into the twenty-ﬁrst century and the early years of the war on terrorism
and includes an analysis of the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq up to January 2009.
After the Apocalypse Andrew Bacevich 2021-06-08 A bold and urgent perspective on how American foreign policy must change in response to the shifting
world order of the twenty-ﬁrst century, from the New York Times bestselling author of The Limits of Power and The Age of Illusions. The purpose of U.S. foreign
policy has, at least theoretically, been to keep Americans safe. Yet as we confront a radically changed world, it has become indisputably clear that the terms
of that policy have failed. Washington’s insistence that a market economy is compatible with the common good, its faith in the idea of the “West” and its
“special relationships,” its conviction that global military primacy is the key to a stable and sustainable world order—these have brought endless wars and a
succession of moral and material disasters. In a bold reconception of America’s place in the world, informed by thinking from across the political spectrum,
Andrew J. Bacevich—founder and president of the Quincy Institute for Responsible Statecraft, a bipartisan Washington think tank dedicated to foreign
policy—lays down a new approach—one that is based on moral pragmatism, mutual coexistence, and war as a last resort. Confronting the threats of the
future—accelerating climate change, a shift in the international balance of power, and the ascendance of information technology over brute weapons of
war—his vision calls for nothing less than a profound overhaul of our understanding of national security. Crucial and provocative, After the Apocalypse sets out
new principles to guide the once-but-no-longer sole superpower as it navigates a transformed world.
Encyclopedia of the American Military John E. Jessup 1994 Looks at American military policy and history
George Washington: Gentleman Warrior Stephen Brumwell 2013-10-08 Winner of the prestigious George Washington Book Prize, George Washington is a
vivid recounting of the formative years and military career of "The Father of his Country," following his journey from brutal border skirmishes with the French
and their Native American allies to his remarkable victory over the British Empire, an achievement that underpinned his selection as the ﬁrst president of the
United States of America. The book focuses on a side of Washington that is often overlooked: the feisty young frontier oﬃcer and the early career of the tough
forty-something commander of the revolutionaries' ragtag Continental Army. Award-winning historian Stephen Brumwell shows how, ironically, Washington's
reliance upon English models of "gentlemanly" conduct, and on British military organization, was crucial in establishing his leadership of the ﬂedgling
Continental Army, and in forging it into the weapon that secured American independence. Drawing on a wide range of sources, including original archival
research, Brumwell brings a fresh new perspective on this extraordinary individual, whose fusion of gentleman and warrior left an indelible imprint on history.
General George Washington Edward G. Lengel 2005-06-07 Much has been written in the past two centuries about George Washington the statesman and
“father of his country.” Less often discussed is Washington’s military career, including his exploits as a young oﬃcer and his performance as the Revolutionary
War commander in chief. Now, in a revealing work of historical biography, Edward Lengel has written the deﬁnitive account of George Washington the soldier.
Based largely on Washington’s personal papers, this engrossing book paints a vivid, factual portrait of a man to whom lore and legend so tenaciously cling. To
Lengel, Washington was the imperfect commander. Washington possessed no great tactical ingenuity, and his acknowledged “brilliance in retreat” only
demonstrates the role luck plays in the fortunes of all great men. He was not an enlisted man’s leader; he made a point of never mingling with his troops. He
was not an especially creative military thinker; he fought largely by the book. He was not a professional, but a citizen soldier, who, at a time when warfare
demanded that armies maneuver eﬃciently in precise formation, had little practical training handling men in combat. Yet despite his ﬂaws, Washington was a
remarkable ﬁgure, a true man of the moment, a leader who possessed a clear strategic, national, and continental vision, and who inspired complete loyalty
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from his fellow revolutionaries, oﬃcers, and enlisted men. America could never have won freedom without him. A trained surveyor, Washington mastered
topography and used his superior knowledge of battlegrounds to maximum eﬀect. He appreciated the importance of good allies in times of crisis, and
understood well the beneﬁts of coordination of ground and naval forces. Like the American nation itself, he was a whole that was greater than the sum of its
parts–a remarkable everyman whose acts determined the course of history. Lengel argues that Washington’s excellence was in his completeness, in how he
united the military, political, and personal skills necessary to lead a nation in war and peace. At once informative and engaging, and ﬁlled with some eyeopening revelations about Washington, the war for American independence, and the very nature of military command, General George Washington is a book
that reintroduces readers to a ﬁgure many think they already know.
History 1987
Soldiers on the Home Front William C. Banks 2016-01-04 When crisis requires U.S troops to deploy on American soil, the nation depends on a rich body of
law to establish lines of authority, guard civil liberties, and protect democratic institutions. William Banks and Stephen Dycus analyze the military’s domestic
role as it is shaped by law, and ask what we must learn and do before the next crisis.
The British Are Coming Rick Atkinson 2019-05-14 Winner of the George Washington Prize Winner of the Barbara and David Zalaznick Book Prize in American
History Winner of the Excellence in American History Book Award Winner of the Fraunces Tavern Museum Book Award From the bestselling author of the
Liberation Trilogy comes the extraordinary ﬁrst volume of his new trilogy about the American Revolution Rick Atkinson, author of the Pulitzer Prize-winning An
Army at Dawn and two other superb books about World War II, has long been admired for his deeply researched, stunningly vivid narrative histories. Now he
turns his attention to a new war, and in the initial volume of the Revolution Trilogy he recounts the ﬁrst twenty-one months of America’s violent war for
independence. From the battles at Lexington and Concord in spring 1775 to those at Trenton and Princeton in winter 1777, American militiamen and then the
ragged Continental Army take on the world’s most formidable ﬁghting force. It is a gripping saga alive with astonishing characters: Henry Knox, the former
bookseller with an uncanny understanding of artillery; Nathanael Greene, the blue-eyed bumpkin who becomes a brilliant battle captain; Benjamin Franklin,
the self-made man who proves to be the wiliest of diplomats; George Washington, the commander in chief who learns the diﬃcult art of leadership when the
war seems all but lost. The story is also told from the British perspective, making the mortal conﬂict between the redcoats and the rebels all the more
compelling. Full of riveting details and untold stories, The British Are Coming is a tale of heroes and knaves, of sacriﬁce and blunder, of redemption and
profound suﬀering. Rick Atkinson has given stirring new life to the ﬁrst act of our country’s creation drama.
U. S. Grant and the American Military Tradition Bruce Catton 2015-11-03 A concise biography of the legendary Union general and controversial US president
from “one of America’s foremost Civil War authorities” (Kirkus Reviews). Pulitzer Prize–winning historian Bruce Catton explores the life and legacy of one of the
nation’s most misunderstood heroes: Ulysses S. Grant. In this classic work, Grant emerges as a complicated ﬁgure whose accomplishments have all too often
been downplayed or overlooked. Catton begins with Grant’s youth and his service as a young lieutenant under General Zachary Taylor in the MexicanAmerican War. He recounts Grant’s subsequent disgrace, from his forced resignation for drinking to his failures as a citizen farmer and salesman. He then
chronicles his redemption during the Civil War, as Grant rose from the rank of an unknown solider to commanding general of the US Army and savior of the
Union. U. S. Grant and the American Military Tradition details all of his signature campaigns: From Fort Henry, Shiloh, and the Siege of Vicksburg to Robert E.
Lee’s surrender at Appomattox Court House, Grant won national renown. Then, as a two-term president, Grant achieved a number of underrated successes
that must ﬁgure into any telling of his life. From Grant’s childhood in Ohio to his ﬁnal days in New York, this succinct and illuminating biography is required
reading for anyone interested in American history.
Patriot Sage Forrest McDonald 1999 The only book published in commemoration of the bicentenary of George Washington's death, Patriot Sage oﬀers a fresh
portrait of the remarkable life of the father of our nation. Forrest McDonald, William Allen, Victor Davis Hanson and other accomplished scholars and writers
explain why the myth of the hero Washington rings true.
The invasion within James Axtell 1985-10-03 Colonial North America was not only a battleground for furs and land, but for allegiances as well. While the
colonial French and English were locked in heated competition for the most native allies, the Indians sought to preserve their own independence, alighning
themselves only when necessary with the colonial group that oﬀered the best material and spiritual wares. Here, ethnohistorian James Axtell takes a fresh
look at this contest of cultures to reveal why and how the French and Indians were able to rise so eﬀectively to the challenge posed by English imperial design.
Although the English oﬀered better trade goods, they were ultimately defeated by their own stubborn need to impose their way of life on the reluctant native
Americans. The French Jesuits, on the other hand, managed to keep the English at bay for a century and a half by adapting themselves to native life and so
converting thousands of Indians to Catholicism. this is the ﬁrst of three volumes in James Axtell's new series, THE CULTURAL ORIGINS OF NORTH AMERICA. The
series is designed to provide an overview of the realtions between the three separate cultures that together formed America's roots, and oﬀers a new
perspective on America's colonial past.
The American Military Joseph T. Glatthaar 2018-08 "Since the ﬁrst English settlers landed at Jamestown with the legacy of centuries of European warfare in
tow, the military has been an omnipresent part of America. In "The American Military: A Concise History," Joseph T. Glatthaar explores this relationship from its
origins in the thirteen colonies to today's ongoing conﬂicts in the Middle East. During the Revolutionary War, tension grew between local militias and a
standing army. The Founding Fathers attempted to strike a balance, enshrining an army, navy, and a "well-regulated Militia" in the Constitution. The US soon
witnessed the rise of a professional military, a boon to its successes in the War of 1812, the Mexican War, and the Civil War. However, after the Civil War, the
US soon learned that the purpose of a peacetime army is to prepare for war. When war did arrive, it arrived with a vengeance, gutting the trenches of the
Great War with eﬀective innovations: tanks, planes, machine guns, and poison gas. The US embraced the technology that would win both world wars and
change the nature of battle in the Second World War. The nuclear era brought encounters deﬁned by stalemate--from the Cold War conﬂicts of Korea and
Vietnam to the the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq. Since 9/11, the US has been frustrated by unconventional warfare, including terrorism and cyberwar, largely
negating the technological advantage it had held. Glatthaar examines all these challenges, looking to the future of the U.S. military and its often proud and
complicated legacy."--Provided by publisher.
Ways of War Matthew S. Muehlbauer 2013-11-26 From the ﬁrst interactions between European and native peoples, to the recent peace-keeping eﬀorts in
Afghanistan and Iraq, military issues have always played an important role in American history. Ways of War comprehensively explains the place of the
military within the wider context of the history of the United States, showing its centrality to American culture and politics. The chapters provide a complete
survey of the American military's growth and development while answering such questions as: How did the American military structure develop? How does it
operate? And how have historical military events helped the country to grow and develop? Features Include: Chronological and comprehensive coverage of
North American conﬂicts since the seventeenth century and international wars undertaken by the United States since 1783 Over 100 maps and images,
chapter timelines identifying key dates and events, and text boxes throughout providing biographical information and ﬁrst person accounts A companion
website featuring an extensive testbank of discussion, essay and multiple choice questions for instructors as well as student study resources including an
interactive timeline, chapter summaries, annotated further reading, annotated weblinks, additional book content, ﬂashcards and an extensive glossary of key
terms. Extensively illustrated and written by experienced instructors, Ways of War is essential reading for all students of American Military History.
Military Power Stephen Biddle 2010-12-16 In war, do mass and materiel matter most? Will states with the largest, best equipped, information-technologyrich militaries invariably win? The prevailing answer today among both scholars and policymakers is yes. But this is to overlook force employment, or the
doctrine and tactics by which materiel is actually used. In a landmark reconception of battle and war, this book provides a systematic account of how force
employment interacts with materiel to produce real combat outcomes. Stephen Biddle argues that force employment is central to modern war, becoming
increasingly important since 1900 as the key to surviving ever more lethal weaponry. Technological change produces opposite eﬀects depending on how
forces are employed; to focus only on materiel is thus to risk major error--with serious consequences for both policy and scholarship. In clear, ﬂuent prose,
Biddle provides a systematic account of force employment's role and shows how this account holds up under rigorous, multimethod testing. The results
challenge a wide variety of standard views, from current expectations for a revolution in military aﬀairs to mainstream scholarship in international relations
and orthodox interpretations of modern military history. Military Power will have a resounding impact on both scholarship in the ﬁeld and on policy debates
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over the future of warfare, the size of the military, and the makeup of the defense budget.
George Washington Reconsidered Don Higginbotham 2001 George Washington, heroic general of the Revolution, master of Mount Vernon, and ﬁrst president
of the United States, remains the most enigmatic ﬁgure of the founding generation, with historians and the public at large still arguing over the strengths of
his character and the nature of his intellectual and political contributions to the early republic. Representing the ﬁnest recent scholarship on Washington,
these thirteen essays by the leading scholars in the ﬁeld strike a balance between Washington's personal life and character and his public life as a soldier and
political ﬁgure. Editor Don Higginbotham provides an introduction about Washington and his treatment by historians, and an afterword devoted to how the
American people have viewed Washington, including the 1999 commemorations of the bicentennial of his death. With three essays written speciﬁcally for this
volume, George Washington Reconsidered is the ﬁrst collection of its kind to be published in over thirty years.
George Washington and George Marshall Don Higginbotham 1984
George Washington and the American Military Tradition Don Higginbotham 1985-01-01 In George Washington and the American Military Tradition, Don
Higginbotham investigates the interplay of militiamen and professional soldier, of soldier and legislator, that shaped George Washington's military career and
ultimately fostered the victory that brought independence to our nation.
George Washington's Surprise Attack Phillip Thomas Tucker 2014-03-04 Extensively researched and superbly argued in Tucker’s compelling narrative,
this in-depth examination of George Washington’s ‘military miracle’ at the Battle of Trenton unquestionably conﬁrms the vital importance of that stunning
victory.” —Jerry D. Morelock, PhD, editor in chief at Armchair General Like many historical events, the American Revolution is sometimes overlooked, ignored,
or minimized by historians because of common shrouding in romantic myth or interference from stubborn stereotypes. Here historian Phillip Thomas Tucker
provides an in-depth look at the events of the Battle of Trenton, weeding out ﬁction and legend and presenting new insights and analysis. Stories from many
forgotten individuals of the war, including oﬃcers and soldiers from both sides, bring to life the Continental Army’s desperate circumstances and shocking
victory. Myths that Tucker debunks include the Hessians’ slovenly drunkenness, Washington acting alone in creating the attack strategy, and Rall’s
incompetence as a leader largely contributing to his troops’ defeat. By exploring the forgotten aspects of one of America’s most famous battles, revealing
Trenton’s story proves to be even more fascinating. In the end, America’s founding was nothing short of miraculous, and no chapter of America’s story was
more miraculous than Washington’s improbable success at the battle of Trenton, where America’s fate was decided to almost everyone’s amazement on a
dark, snowy morning. Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Arcade imprint, are proud to publish a broad range of books for readers interested in history--books
about World War II, the Third Reich, Hitler and his henchmen, the JFK assassination, conspiracies, the American Civil War, the American Revolution, gladiators,
Vikings, ancient Rome, medieval times, the old West, and much more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national
bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise ﬁnd a home.
The American Military Tradition John Martin Carroll 1993 The American Military Tradition focuses on central questions about the nation's military heritage: who
fought America's wars, and how did they ﬁght them? To answer these questions, the essays presented here trace the evolution of America's military tradition
from reliance on the citizen-soldier - the minuteman of the American Revolution - to the use of a mixed force that included a growing number of professional
soldiers, to the predominance today of all-professional armed forces.
General George Washington ; Exemplar-in-Chief: A Historical Analysis of George Washington's Inﬂuence on the Early Continental Army and
Civil Military Relations 2009 George Washington was an "Exemplar-in-Chief' who had an indelible inﬂuence on the nature and character of the early
Continental Army, an inﬂuence that set the precedent for how the United States military would interact with civil authorities under the new institution of a
democratic republic. An analysis of the historical record shows multiple examples of George Washington's early inﬂuence in shaping the nature and character
of the United States military. Today's American military is a direct descendant of the early Continental Army, which fought the War for Independence and was
shaped by Washington's inﬂuence. In analyzing Washington's motives and actions, to include correspondence and court martial rulings, this study will attempt
to open a window of understanding into Washington's inﬂuence on the Continental Army and on the American military tradition among the oﬃcer corps to the
present day. Washington left a lasting impression on the American military structure that has held strong for over 200 years. Through his actions in creating
the Continental Army and leading that Army during the Revolution, he forever set the framework for the civil-military tradition in this nation -- a nation that
has never seen a military coup. Washington's inﬂuence is not only signiﬁcant ... it cemented the military subordination to civilian authority which has lasted to
this day.
America Goes to War Charles Patrick Neimeyer 1997-06-01 One of the images Americans hold most dear is that of the drum-beating, ﬁre-eating Yankee
Doodle Dandy rebel, overpowering his British adversaries through sheer grit and determination. The myth of the classless, independence-minded farmer or
hard-working artisan-turned-soldier is deeply ingrained in the national psyche. Charles Neimeyer here separates fact from ﬁction, revealing for the ﬁrst time
who really served in the army during the Revolution and why. His conclusions are startling. Because the army relied primarily on those not connected to the
new American aristorcracy, the African Americans, Irish, Germans, Native Americans, laborers-for-hire, and "free white men on the move" who served in the
army were only rarely alltruistic patriots driven by a vision of liberty and national unity. Bringing to light the true composition of the enlisted ranks, the
relationships of African-Americans and of Native Americans to the army, and numerous acts of mutiny, desertion, and resistance against oﬃcers and
government, Charles Patrick Neimeyer here provides the ﬁrst comprehensive and historically accurate portrait of the Continental soldier.
The First Way of War John Grenier 2005-01-31 This 2005 book explores the evolution of Americans' ﬁrst way of war, to show how war waged against Indian
noncombatant population and agricultural resources became the method early Americans employed and, ultimately, deﬁned their military heritage. The
sanguinary story of the American conquest of the Indian peoples east of the Mississippi River helps demonstrate how early Americans embraced warfare
shaped by extravagant violence and focused on conquest. Grenier provides a major revision in understanding the place of warfare directed on noncombatants
in the American military tradition, and his conclusions are relevant to understand US 'special operations' in the War on Terror.
Revolution in America Don Higginbotham 2005 Our nation has produced comparatively few statesmen since the eighteenth century--only Abraham Lincoln
and Franklin Roosevelt seem to clearly qualify--whereas the American Revolution elevated several of its key players to a status of the ﬁrst political order. Even
the shortest list must include Franklin, Hamilton, and the ﬁrst four presidents. The opening essays in Don Higginbotham's new collection look at the epochal
achievements of the Revolutionary era through the perspectives of war, leadership, and state formation. Higginbotham examines how the blend of key
personages inﬂuenced the creation of a federal system and led to the establishment of a new kind of militia and of West Point, a military academy distinctly
diﬀerent from its counterparts in Europe. The collection also provides a fascinating view into the character of George Washington through an essay examining
his relationships with women. The concluding essays turn to the post-Revolutionary era to examine how the North and South, despite profound and persistent
bonds, began to grow apart. Higginbotham traces the deepening sectional crisis within the context of the election of Lincoln, and he ends his book with the
approach of a second revolution--that of the Confederacy. All of the essays demonstrate Higginbotham's belief that history is not shaped simply by vast,
impersonal forces but that, on the contrary, signiﬁcant and lasting change is to a large extent brought about by the interaction and decisions of individuals.
Our unique and remarkable history is a reﬂection of remarkable people.
George Washington and the American Military Tradition Don Higginbotham 1987-10-01 In George Washington and the American Military Tradition, Don
Higginbotham investigates the interplay of militiaman and professional soldier, of soldier and legislator, that shaped George Washington’s military career and
ultimately fostered the victory that brought independence to our nation. Higginbotham then explores the legacy of Washington’s success, revealing that the
crucial blending of civil and military concerns characteristic of the Revolution has been variously regarded and only seldom repeated by later generations of
American soldiers. Washington’s training, between 1753 and 1755, included frontier command in the Virginia militia, adjunct service to the British regulars
during the French and Indian War, and increasing civil service in the Virginia House of Burgesses and Continental Congress. The result of this combination of
pursuits was Washington’s concern for the citizen behind the soldier, his appreciation of both frontier tactics and professional discipline, and his sensitivity to
political conﬂict and consensus in thirteen colonies in forming a new, united nation. When, in 1775, Washington accepted command of the Continental Army
from the Continental Congress, he possessed political and military experience that enabled him, by 1783, to translate the Declaration of Independence into
victory over the British. Yet, Higginbotham notes, the legacy of Washington’s success has sometimes been overlooked by generals concerned with
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professional training and a permanent military establishment, and therefore apt to revere foreign heros such as Jomini, Napoleon, and Bismarck more than
Washington. Other leaders, most notably the World War II chief of staﬀ, George Marshall, have recognized and implemented Washington’s unique
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understanding of civil and military coordination. In times almost wholly dominated by a military agenda, Washington’s and Marshall’s steady subordination of
soldier to citizen, of strategy to legislation, recalls the careful consensus of thirteen colonies in 1776.
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